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#YourCadCamPartner

The web platform for managing
subcontracting orders for orthopaedic needs.

Available exclusively in Europe



*  

*Orthoprosthetist, podiatrist, chiropodist, orthopaedist.

Successful 
subcontracting
order with Link.
The platform for connecting orthopaedic 
professionals   and manufacturers for 
better order tracking.

Whether you are an orthoprosthesist or a manufacturer, you 
are confronted with issues such as GDPR compliance and 
hosting of health data. Rodin4D now offers you the solution
to meet these requirements.

Opt for Link, your 100% secure web platform for managing 
your subcontracting orders.

Performance,  efficiency  and  compliance, Link combines all the 
conditions required for efficiently monitoring your fabrication orders 
and your subcontracted equipment orders.

Health data security 
and hosting

Convenience

Satisfaction
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A group of orthopaedic companies with several
branches and one or more CFABs. Independent manufacturers.Independent ortho-prosthesist who wants

to contact an independent CFAB.

Secure
data

Secure
data

CFAB of your group
(private)

Independent CFAB
(public)

Independent
Ortho-prosthesist

Group of orthopaedic
companies with 
several branches

*Manufacturer

How does it work?
Orthopaedic professionals: place an order from the 
online catalogue of your CFABs   and interact with them.

Manufacturers: offer an online catalogue to the entire Link user 
community and receive orders with all the information that you 
need. Get unlimited visibility in the world of orthopaedics.
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Available exclusively in Europe



Get started with Link.

You are an orthopaedic expert

Place your order and track the production steps!
Connect with your public or private manufacturer within your group and access 
its equipment catalogue.
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Integrate any STL and 
3D file into Link from any 
off-the-shelf CAD/CAM 
software!

Fill in the order form
and send it to your CFAB.

Access your order dashboard quickly.
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You are a manufacturer 

Centralise all your orders in one tool.
Receive orders and begin production!
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Create your catalogue with a few clicks!

Update production stepsof 
the equipment and offer your 
customers real-time visibility.



Manufacturer

2000€
quote on request

0€
480€ of configuration per delivery address

from per year per year 

Creation and customisation of one’s 
equipment catalogue.

Free organisation of one’s products.

Configuration of fabrication options 
(materials, colours, etc.).

Configuration of the proposed fabrication 
type (milling, thermoforming, etc.).

Configuration of fabrication lead times.

Form preview available throughout the 
order’s progress.

Illustration of the final product.

Export of orders.

Generation of shipping list.

Real-time monitoring
GDPR conform
Secure health data
Ease of use
Marketplace
Freedom to configure
Unlimited number of users
Centralisation of information

Real-time monitoring
GDPR conform
Secure health data
Ease of use

Access to manufacturers.
 
List of equipment available by category.
 
Choice of fabrication options (materials, 
colours, etc.).
 
Choice of the fabrication type (milling, 
thermoforming, etc.).
 
Export of orders.
 
Tracking the steps of your orders.

Internal messaging with CFAB.

Orthopaedic expert

Single catalogue visible only
to your branches

Single catalogue
visible to all

FROM YOUR GROUPINDEPENDENT
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More than just a software,
Link offers you support.

E-mail support Videos

On-line training
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Rodin GmbH

GERMANY
Elsternweg 4

D-89547 Gerstetten-Heldenfingen

+49 (0)7323 952501-0
info.de@rodin4d.com

www.rodin4d.com

Rodin SAS

FRANCE
     5 impasse des Mûriers

33700 Mérignac

+33 (0)5 56 47 77 13
info@rodin4d.com

#YourCadCamPartner

The web platform for managing subcontracting
orders for orthopaedic needs.

Available exclusively in Europe
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